Subunits of Complex Cell RFs
The majority of the complex cells that we analyzed (18/ the tuning curve of each subunit, we calculated the dot products of the eigenvector and sinusoidal gratings at 25) had two significant eigenvectors ( Figure 2E ). For these cells we further examined the spatial profiles of a range of orientations at the optimal spatial frequency of the subunit ( Figure 4A ). These dot products were the significant eigenvectors along the axis perpendicular to the preferred orientation and found them to be then converted to the response of the subunit according to the measured contrast-response function (Figure well approximated by Gabor functions ( Figure 3A) . In all cases, the Gabor fits for the two significant eigenvec-3B). For cells with two or more significant eigenvectors, we added the tuning curves of the first two eigenvectors exhibited similar spatial frequencies, but a phase difference of approximately 90°(89.5°± 5.8°, mean ± tors to derive the tuning curve of the cell. As shown in Figure 4A , the derived tuning agreed well with the SD). For a few complex cells (4/25), we found only one significant eigenvector, which also resembled a simple measured tuning of the cell. To quantify this comparison, we fit each tuning curve with a Gaussian function cell RF. For the cells with more than two significant eigenvectors (3/25), the additional eigenvectors exhibited to determine the preferred orientation (peak position) and the tuning bandwidth (width at half height). For the more complex spatial structures. However, simulation studies suggest that these eigenvectors are artifacts population of cells analyzed, the derived tuning closely subunit. The distinct contribution of the modified STC analysis is that it allows rapid identification of the spatial structure of each subunit from the neuronal rewere matched, frame by frame, to the natural images in both the global (root-mean-square) contrast of the sponses to natural images (each significant eigenvector corresponds to k f , k f+90°, or a linear combination of image and the feature contrasts of the significant eigenvectors. This was achieved by creating an orthonorthem [see Touryan et al., 2002] ), leading to a compact description of the RF of each complex cell that directly mal basis set that included the significant eigenvectors of the cell, and for each natural image, a random stimureveals its feature selectivity. Note, however, that our results do not imply that complex cell RFs are comlus was generated by selecting the coefficients of the basis functions such that the global and feature conpletely characterized by the energy model. First, the w90°phase difference is not surprising for a neuron trasts of the stimulus were matched to those of the natural image (see Experimental Procedures). Interestingly, tuned to a narrow range of spatial frequencies, given the orthogonality constraint for eigenvectors. Second, although we found no significant difference in either the where S is a vector representation of the stimulus (e.g., luminance are arbitrary aside from the requirement of orthonormality). Then, in each pixel), U is a matrix containing the eigenvectors of the corfor each frame in the natural image ensemble, we generated a correlation matrix of S, and l 1, …, n are the corresponding eigenvalues. responding "random" stimulus as As a result, S w represents the stimulus in the whitened space. Spike-triggered covariance analysis for white-noise stimuli can then be applied to the ensemble {S w } to identify the significant ei- Figure S1 , normalization is crucial for the successful identification of the model cell subunits. Practically, however, the above method needs to be further modifor an orthonormal basis set) was also matched to that of the natufied. The eigenvectors (U) and eigenvalues (l 1, …, n ) of the stimulus ral image. This process was repeated for all the frames in the natucorrelation matrix (S) approximate the Fourier components and the ral image ensemble. Note that although the stimuli that satisfied power spectrum of natural images, respectively. Since the spatial constraints (1) and (2) are, strictly speaking, not random, they expower spectrum of natural scenes is approximately 1/k 2 (where k hibit no clear spatial structure because of the randomness in is spatial frequency) (Field, 1987), the eigenvalues (l) correspondchoosing most of the basis functions (V 3 , …, V 144 ) and their coeffiing to eigenvectors with high spatial frequencies can be very small. cients (c 3 , …, c 144 ). The spatial power spectra of these stimuli are The normalization step (dividing by a small number √l) will thus essentially flat, similar to white-noise stimuli. result in noise amplification. To solve this problem, we chose a Both the natural and the random stimulus ensembles were upcutoff point such that normalization is only performed for eigenvecdated every five frames, corresponding to an effective frame rate tors above this cutoff point (expressed in terms of the percentage of 24 Hz (41.8 ms/frame, 16.7 min/ensemble). For each cell, the of the total number of eigenvectors, e.g., 35% cutoff indicates that stimuli were presented in an area slightly larger than the classical 50 of the 144 eigenvectors were normalized). Since the high-fre-RF of the cell estimated by hand mapping. quency components above the cutoff point were not normalized, this procedure results in a bias of the estimated complex cell RF toward lower spatial frequencies ( Figures 5B and 5D ). 
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